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The i-team extends the City of Long 
Beach’s capacity to rapidly advance 
research and development through a 
bold, data-driven, and a transparent 
approach to innovation. Funded by 
Bloomberg Philanthropies and the 
City of Long Beach, the aim is to 
design and have the city implement 
solutions that improve the lives of 
the residents of Long Beach, CA. The 
i-team is lead by Mayor Robert 
Garcia and City Manager Pat West. 
Currently, the i-team focus is on 
identifying economic development 
opportunities that will stimulate new 
investment, create jobs, strengthen 
our workforce, and improve the 
city's business friendliness. 

INNOVATION TEAM

From Right to Left: Ryan Murry, Harrison Huynh, Alma Castro, Eric Romero(back), Alex Chavez, 
John Keisler, Heidi Wiersma, Chase Airmet, Dr. Holly Okonkwo
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My task as a Designmatters fellow with the i-team was 
two fold. To design the outward communications of the 
team i.e. graphics, branding, media, and design work for 
other people or organizations within the city. As well as 
providing the perspective and experience of a designer. 
Additionally I was acting as a liaison for the 
Designmatters program and ArtCenter.

The Objective
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Branding Guide

 

PURPOSE

This branding guide is meant to unify our visual communications 
amongst our internal and external partners. This guide is not definitive 
but should be seen as a fluid document that can change and adjust to 
the needs of the users.

As a brand we are balancing both The City of Long Beach and Bloomberg 
styles paying homage to both. With this we are seeking to have designs 
that are simple, clean, and fresh. Designs clearly communicate 
information, the purpose of the information, and the target audience. 
Keeping with the trends we should keep our graphics flat, using strong 
illustrations and images. As an example this may call for a very different 
feel among our work. Bright fun colors with round edges for something 
exciting and engaging and inversely duller and stronger geometric 
shapes for displays of serious information.

Brands are like living beings. They need 
education and guidance to define their 
personality, to express themselves and 
do good.
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The expanded palette we can use include both dynamic and neutral colors that compliment each other and can 
be used in any combination as long as the integrity of the brand is not diminished. So be creative but try to stay 
simple in your color choices. Color carries with it many connotations so try to keep that in mind. For example 
red often can symbolize aggression and excitement, while blue can symbolize professional and calming.

Gradients can be used to complement and enhance visuals, try to 
use colors that create a smooth and pleasing transition. If the 
blending of colors look strange to you they will look strange to 
others.

COLOR
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When you do not have access to either of the above Typefaces use 
Arial as a substitute such as in emails or when typing on a tablet. Try 
to use Arial Bold for headers and titles and then regular for body text.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

HEADINGS/TITLES RALEWAY

TEXT BODY

EMAIL/OTHER

OPEN SANS

You can download this font family to your machine for 
free here: http://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/raleway 

Raleway should be used for any titles, or headings and use the 
different typeface’s within the font-family at your discretion. Regular, 
bold, and Semi-Bold are good choices but thicker and thinner 

options will work as well. 

Open Sans should be used for any text body and use the different 
typeface’s within the font-family at your discretion. Regular, bold, 
and Semi-Bold are good choices but thicker and thinner options will 

work as well. 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ARIAL

You can download this font family to your machine for 
free here: http://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans

TYPEFACE
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For infographics and other designed documents use of other font families is encouraged as 
long as the font is used with consideration of the audience and the purpose. It is recommended 
that use of modern sans serif and block serif typefaces. Try to only use typefaces that have the 
appropriate look and feel keeping in mind scale, proportion, tension, contrast and form.

 

GRAPHICS

Our graphics (dataviz, infographics, and other) should all follow a set of rough rules. Keep graphics flat 
in appearance with strong color use that meet the needs and feel of the audience. When beginning a 
project understand your audience, the purpose, what the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd reads should be. A search 
should be done looking for inspiration to have a starting point on look and feel. Finally go a bit crazy, we 
are supposed to be fresh, exciting, new, and innovative. We should take chances. 
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SAMPLE INSPIRATIONS

LOGO

Sustainable solutions for Long Beach

CITY SEAL

CITY LOGO

SLOGAN

LOGO

LOGOTYPE

INNOVATION TEAM
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Use the logo, logotype or seal that best fits the situation. It may be important to have the city seal 
be the key element on a page or it can be downplayed or not used at all depending on the purpose, 
and audience of the work. Keep these things in mind as you use the different logo elements.

Branding
I began my task by creating a branding guide  providing clear 
direction for the team’s design choices. This established a similar 
starting point for all communications, ensuring a cohesive feel 
and quality to all our work. The brand  was inspired by both the 
stakeholders of Long Beach and our partners at Bloomberg 
Philanthropies. 
I worked closely with the team’s full-time designer(Harrison 
Huynh) creating the website, business cards, letterhead, fliers, 
and email signatures. 
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Working for the city government 
we had a lot of meetings as we 
organized and established the 
i-team. It was very important that 
we quickly met as many 
stakeholders as we could to earn 
trust and support throughout our 
projects.

Meetings
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Graphics
During my time I designed for, the Mayor Robert 
Garcia,  Breakthru LB and City Mart.  Mayor 
Robert Garcia commissioned a series of 
infographics that displayed the accomplishments 
from his first year in office.  Breakthru LB and 
City Mart had me design digital fliers for 
crowdsourced surveys at city hall.  

MAYOR ROBERT GARCIA

YEAR ONE | LIVABLE CITY

WATER USAGE

16%

USAGE SINCE 1956
L O W E S T  HOMELESSNESS

301 VETS HOUSED
REDUCED BY 18%

SIGNED URBAN
AGRICULTURE
ORDINANCE

CLIMATE REPORT
COMMISSIONED

POTHOLES FILLED
OVER 24,000

BEACHES EARN A+ FOR 
WATER QUALITY

$8 MILLION
IN PARK
P R O J E C T S

M O R E  T H A N

RECORD LOW
CRIME RATES

LB
PD

BEACH STREETS

BIKE & STREET FESTIVAL

PAVED 70 MILES OF STREETS  20 MILES OF SIDEWALKS

& 3.3 MILES OF
NEW BEACH PATH

YEAR ONE | CIVIC INNOVATION

MAYOR ROBERT GARCIA

116
COMMISSIONERS

APPOINTED

108,000
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

OPEN DATA

PORTAL CITY WEBSITE

NEW RESPONSIVE

NEW TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION DEPARTMENT

FOR INNOVATION TEAM

AWARDED $3 MILLION
FROM BLOOMBERG PHILANTHROPIES

22,000

THROUGH 
COMPLETED
SERVICE REQUESTS

YEAR ONE | ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MAYOR ROBERT GARCIA

RECORD HIGH TOURISM

$300 MILLION 
ANNUAL ECONOMIC IMPACT

2010 2015
0%

15%

 UNEMPLOYMENT AT 

5 YEAR LOW

7.7%
NEW BUSINESSES CITYWIDE
MORE THAN 2,200 

$$$$BALANCED BUDGET
WITH SURPLUS

>$600 MILLION

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT

VIRGIN
GALACTIC

NEW CIVIC CENTER
INVESTMENT

2,500

+5,600
NEW JOBS

N A M E D
IN NORTH AMERICA
#1 PORT

NEW  UNITS
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Process

Our process utilized the Bloomberg Philanthropies: City 
Hall Innovation Team Playbook. This playbook broke 
down our process into 4 sections:

We started by tackling economic development in three 
ways; business services, job opportunities and workforce 
development.  After finishing the first phase we presented 
our findings to the mayor, the data showed that in order 
to remain competitive focus should be on the economy of 
the future, such as tech and creative jobs.
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Ideation

In the next phase, Generate New Ideas or the ideation 
phase, I was able to use my skills learned as a designer. 
Still using the guide from the playbook, we discussed 
using human-centered techniques to gather information 
from stakeholders and residents in order to identify 
insights and opportunities that could lead to solutions 
and programs. It was during this phase that my time 
ended with the i-team.
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I had the opportunity and privilege to meet and work 
with talented, highly motivated and passionate 
people all who love where they live and want to make 
it a better place. This enthusiasm was contagious and 
instilled in me a sense of civic pride. I learned to 
collaborate with a group of people with very 
different skill sets then my own and work within the 
confines of a government. I learned how design can 
improve the brand of the city and how the design 
process can better the way cities research, develop 
and ideate solutions. We found as a team how to 
balance the needs and wants of the city employees 
and its citizens while striving to be data-driven 
versus politically minded. I had a great experience 
and have grown to love the people of Long Beach.

I will miss this team and the work we were doing and 
I will look anxiously as they work to effect change in 
the City of Long beach.

The Team
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The i-team
 Alma Castro
 Alex Chavez
 Harrison Huynh
 John Keisler
 Ryan Murry
 Dr. Holly Okonkwo
 Eric Romero 
 Heidi Wiersma
 & all those who I worked   
  with in city hall

Designmatters
 Dr. Mariana Amatullo
 Jennifer May
 Stephanie Sigg

Special Thanks
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